Basic Inlet Valve Reference Sheet
Low Voltage Only (no 110-volt connection)

Basic vacuum inlet covers, or faceplates, contain low voltage connections to activate the main unit. There are two metal contact points inside the opening of the valve. Faceplates can be installed to open up or down in most cases. Trim covers are available separately to expand the height and width.

INTERCHANGEABLE: Oval, Square, Full Face, Vacu-Valve, and Metal inlets below are all interchangeable.

---

**Oval Door, PVC, Basic Inlet**
Outer Dimensions: 3-3/8” by 4-7/8”.
Replaces HAYDEN MFG 1500, HM-1500.

- White #651HW
- Almond #651HA

**Square Door, PVC, Basic Inlet**
Outer Dimensions: 3-1/8” by 4-7/8”.
Replaces HAYDEN MFG HM-1700.

- White #652HW
- Almond #652HA

**Full Face, PVC, Basic Inlet**
Outer Dimensions: 3-1/8” by 4-7/8”
Replaces HAYDEN IND 2000.

- White #653HW
- Almond #653HA

**Vacu-Valve, PVC, Basic Inlet**
Outer Dimensions: 3-1/2” by 5-3/16”.
Vacu-Valve 5590, 5595.

- White #653CW
- Almond #653CA
- Black #653CB

**Metal Door, Basic Inlet**
Outer Dimensions: 3-1/8” by 4-7/8”.
Metal inlets are recommended for decoration, outdoors, or in the floor.

- White #651BMW
- Bronze #651BMB
  - Satin Brass #651BMS
  - Chrome #651BMC

**Backing Plate**
For new construction and retrofit.

- Metal w/spigot #515
- 3-in-1 w/spigot #517

**Plaster Guard**
Protect the backing plate.

- Fits all inlets. #519

**Inlet Valve Extension**
#614

**Blank Face Plate**
#610

**Nutone Basic Inlet**
Size: 3-3/4” wide by 3-1/4” tall.
NOTE: USE NUTONE BACKING PLATE.

- White #653NW
- Ivory #653NI

**Basic Utility Valve**
(Fits female end of PVC central vacuum fittings.)

- White, Contact Points #613A
- Metal, No Contact Points #613